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Since The New Museum was founded In order to present lhe work of lesser•l<nown f,ving anists. this 
exhibition isa markeddeviallon lromour statedpoOcy. This exception to lhe rule is. lorus. an rnpo<· 
tant one: that ReeM0t10n's traglc death, In lhesprlngol 19n.eu1shOtlanllTl)Oftan1andlnfkJenlJal 
caree, does not change lhe fact lhat her work has added immeasurably to the eslhet.lc hentage of 
our generation. 

Allhough Ree M0t1on Is no longer with us. Ideas and energies l011nd ,n the exlraordinary body of 
work she left behind are a living, vital force, conllnuing 10 make a reel difference to all who come In 
contact wllh them. This exhlblllon provides an opportunity for the public 10 see for lhe first Ume the 
lull range of Morton's visual lnvestlgallon, and lo share, through the wrlllngs of those who knew and 
toved her, a sense of 1he artist herself. 

My thanks to all who have helped 10 make the exhibition posslble: Allan Schwartzman and
Kalhleenlhomas,who organlxedtheshowandwrotelhe accompanyingcatalogessay,compleled 
lhe lnlncate jigsaw puzzle of evenlS, Ideas. places. and pj8CeS that c;CnSblUle MOtlOn's ife and 
work; they, with Che:yt c.>,im. p,ovlde us wilh an overview of het WOric which is bclh personal and 
hlsl0tlcat my grali1ude also to lhe many talented Interns and vou,teers at The New Museum who 
have worked together devotedly and enthusiastically on aa aspects of the exhibition. 

It Is thanl<S to the g enerosity ol The National Endowment for lhe AI1S, lhe Jerome Foundation, 
and 1he New Yorl< Stale Council on lhe Ms that this exhibition is possible. It is also due lo lhe 
assistance of the many people-Jamlly, friends, business associates, ar1ls1s and writers-who 
cared deeply about Ree Morion end her work that her vision will remain wflh us In years lo come. 

Marcia Tucker 
Director 
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The anempl 10 SUbslanliale Ree Mortoo·s vision lhrough lhls exhlblllOO and accompanying calalog 

Acknowledgments could only have been achieved lhrough the lull cooperation ol rhe srall vot.nteers. a<Msors. and 

the many lriendS of the artisL 

We are grateful lo lhe following people lo, !heir aSSJSlance Tm Yohn. lo, his insightful manu• 

script eoo1,ng;Joan Greenfield. lo, des,grw,g and pr� lhe ca1a10g. Marcia Tuclcer. Oltector.10< 

her ccntllllJWlC] suppo,1 and vwaJuable assis1ance. Alexancn Halc,n, 1n1ern. who melleulously 

researched and corT1)lled lhe chronology. biography. and bibliography. emo,y Craig and John 

Jacobs tor lhe d,fhcun reconsttuctions of paf1S of several wor1<s in the exhi>ltion: Barbara Zud<er 

tor lab<,cat,ng a missing celastic component. A/'lne Duberek lor research assistance: lhe many 

olher volunleers-especially lnrems Evelyn S1rauss and Al'lne Malcepeace-lor their unsefflsh en• 

1huslasm and assls1ance wllh routine but importan1 tasks; and lhe many gallenes and instrtulions 

who supplied Invaluable lnlormatlon and documentation. 
We would also like to thank Donald oron, Frank Kollert. Barry Rosen. Colin Thompson, and Ryl 

Norquist (lormerty) ol 1he DrolVKolberl Gallery. Now York. New Y0<k, lor their generous personal 

and protesslona1 cooperallon. 
We exlend our deepest gratitude to the IOllowing: Linda Monon, the arllsl's eldesl daughter. who 

assisled lhroughout the planning ol lhe exhibition and whose courage, warmth, and enlhusiasm

were an Inspiration to all; Cynthia carlson. MO<ton·s close tr lend. who advised and enf,ghlened us 

on many Important aspecrs ol lheartisl"s rrte and WO<k; to lamely, other arusts, triends. students and 

cooeagues-especially JoAnne AAaJams, Allene Slam. Marcia Tud<er. Jeff way and others too 

numerous to men lion-who have shared with us, lhroughlnteMOWS and/or writing. lhe particular 

ways in which they knew Morton and her arL 

Nx,,e d, we are aware ol our deep llldebledneSs to Rae Monon. 11ersen. whose exwerant 

vilallty, both n her life and her work made the challenge and Of{l8nization of this exhcilion at once 

an exclling and grablying experience. 

Allan Schwartzman 

Kathleen Thomas 
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Though she made art lot t>are4y ten years, Ree Morton has lelt us with a swstantial body of wor1< 

R JI K t spanning broad and diverse means 01 expression. Her career was cul short by an automobile e e .1 Y j Or Onaccident which claimed her life in Chicago In April 1977 al the age ol forty. The work ol an eclec• 

tic artist, Irreverent or categorical imperarlvos. her sculpture is pictorial, her painting sculptural: 

her Installations are contained, yet open-ended; her dramas suggested, rather than acted out. A CRITICAL OVERVIEW 
Her e>1remely pe1$00SI exptorations and Inquiries e>land to a wide spectrum of univeJSaJ IU'nan 

ideas and concerns. The visual references, metaphors, narratives, and emblems which cotn· 

prise the nexus of her work echo a world ordered, yet unexplainable. Each of her works encom-
passes a tremendous range of Ideas del/noated, but not defined, for It was the myriad posslblll· 

ties. and occurences ol Ille-present and past-and fife's complexity. d,ve,sity, and contredlc· 
tioo that Interested he, With a computer�rke abi6ty 10 consume and synthestte concepts and 

visual means. Morton. like Marcel Duchamp, whom she quoted In her notes, made 
.
. visual and 

verbal puns that argue with the idea ol a llxed reality. All the work proposes Indeterminacy In one 
form or anolher."• 

Organizing this exhlbllion and catalog has been a cotnple, endeavor. The objects and ren,
darings ol Morton's concentration are Inconsistent and certainly untraditional• starting w,th Jogs, 

branches. bloci<s. and planks. dolled paths and outlines. moving on 10 painted t>ow,;, roses, ban· 
ners, flags, wallpaper, and finally painted images. Many or Morton's lmponant works (especially 

those ol the early 1970s)were situational, depending on Sl)ecilic spaces; of these only installation 
photographs remain. Even when independent of unique architectural se11lngs, all of Morton's 

works ere Interwoven with particular sltua1ions and the relallonshlp be!Ween elements In a grven 

con1ex1 a,e reflective of amlUdes unique 10 the moment they were made. The absence of these 
original contexts became most a.pparent upon opening 1he s1orage bins 1ha1 contained the fruits 

of Morton's labor. The cotnplex p1ocedure of sorting and consolidating those pieces into their 
original wholes was compounded by the philosophies and processes that dictated their
conception and execution. Unlntetesled In accumulallon and unwlmng In her early years 10 allOW 
separate elements to eXISt Independently as art objects. Morton often reused compooMIS. con
stantly attering and reexamining ideas and ln1er8Clions. Many ol the essential recurring elements 

ol 1971-unlquely formed logs and tree stumps, for example-no longer exlsl. and therefore the 

works that Included them cannot be reconstructed. Certain large-scale Installations exiSI only In 
part, and we have tried 10 rebuild those parts that rely on s1andardi2ed ma1ertals. Exact dating ls 
often �e because of huge gaps in Morton's documentation. 

Mo<1011 kept extensrve journals or sketches. notes. Ideas. and quotes (minus. in most cases. 

the source) which struck her as relevant or Inspirational. Her constantly referring back to earner 

nota1lons, evidenced by marginal notes and underlining, added 1a1er. shows that assimllallon or 
such Information had a profound ellecl on har art These passages have been quoted extensively 
lhroughou1 this essay, ollon without cred11 (when unspecified by Morton), in order 10 portray Mor• 
ton and her work as fully as possib'.e. The sources are ex11emely varied: ph,losophic wrrt,ngs by 

Gas1on Bachelard, Maurice Merleau.J>onty, Olrislian Norberg-Schulz, Jean Piaget. Marlin 

Heidegger, among olhers; books on such d iverse subjects as heraldry, garden plants and weeds, 
and Cellio history; and favorite texts, notably Rousell's lml)less/ons of Alriea and Louis Sullivan's 
A System of Afchitecrural Ornament. As In her work, these sources, or fragments of !hem. ere 

constantly resurfacing, reaffirming and expanding past concerns and, Bl the same time. 7 
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suggesting new ones.
Born Helen Marie Reilly, August 3, 1936, Ree Morton was the second of f,ve children. She 

grew up in Ossining, New York. where her father was a doctor, her mother a nurse.Although she 
studied nursing at Skidmore College from 1953 to 1956, she never entered the field, having mar• 

ried Ted Morion. a naval officer, before completing her undergraduate studies. Her first daughter, 
Linda, was born In 1957, lollowod by Sally In 1961, end a son, Scott In 1962. Moving around the 
country -ry few years and with her husband leaving on cruises on a regular basls for sllc to nine 
months at a lime. Ree found her children to be the nucleus of her aclJVllles and dellolion. The Im• 
perus to study art did not come until 1960, when she and her family were living In Florida. She 
happened to hear, white ironing one day, a radio commercial for free drawing classes at the Jack• 
sonvllle Museum. Though prior lo that the thought or making art had never occurred to her, her 
Interest and commitment grew rapidly from that day. 

Shortly etter moving to easl Grelli'IW!ch. Rhode Island In 1968. she began work on a BFA at 
the Rhode Island School of Des,gn There she mel Robert Rohm, a sculptor, and Marcia Tucker, 
then an art hostorfan, both Instructors who were to become her tffe-long lrlendS and whose Ideas 
provided a slfong stimulus to her thinking. According to Tucker, whose class was the first art 
history course Morton ever took, Morton had found the Navy file stutlllylng, and was eager to ab
sorb as much new Information as possible. 

From the time of her earliest documented paintings In 1967, Morton tended to Ignore tredl• 
tJOnal means of expression. Her 1967-1968 invest,gauons are characleraed by meoium-s,ze, 
iwo<:olor, 118()ffletncally shaped canvases ,n hard-edge pinks, greens. purples, and browns remi
niscenf of Frank Stella's contemporaneous works, In 1968, Morton acknowledged the source of 
her paintings, as well as marked Ihelr cornplellon, and hlnled at a future direction, with a menu• 
script drawing entitled · 'Silly Stellas" -basic SIelta protraclor configura lions rendered volumetrl• 
calty, as ii they were sculptural lloor pieces. A journal enIry reads 

Paintings are 100 flat A painlJng is an 01:>1ect-OK-yet alter that whal? It should grve 
pleasure and pain. Paint is just another maIe11al .. Realily is never real-only seen trom 
a pocn1 ol view head on.• 

Al this time Morton was introduced to avant,garde theater lhrough the writings of Jerzy Gro, 

towski and the works of Richard Schechner. From this point on. Morion's primary concern 
became space-"real, imaginary, llluslonary"-whlch she oerined as "air plus object"' She 
wanled somelhing act,ve, which people could associate wilh. something 10 engage others and 10 
gauge your sell by, something 101ouch and to be I ouched. According to Tucker, many 01 the WO<ks 
made in Rhode Island 

were paintings and sculptures a1 the same lime and everyone was urging her to choose 
belween lhe two ....... We Iafked a tot about .. Ideas I had at that time ot deliberately 
moving In the direclion that did not seem to be nght-making the works as bad as you 
could so !hey would come out Iha olhef end • 

Morton was thinking about MarshaU McLuhan's assenlon. as noted Jn her Journals al this time, 
that ''Three-<1lmensional, lacI1le objects are real. We can associate with things we can touch and 
handle oul of lhe range ol the visual bombardmenl ol painting."• The Journals of 1968 are demi• 9 
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Untitled, 1971 

Pa"nt on canvas, pa.int oo cart, emd trunk 
Appro:dmatety 72 x 24 x 33 
RecOOS!I\ICled lor exh 'tion 

It (beginning a, piec-e] usually is inoolued in a 
kind of mat�riais thing, ]'OU am see how I 
collect just junk. over there. I Jmue thing 
around, and t!Jetl as I work. it� almosf a kiru! 
of dmwing process. Il' inool,;,es picking 
something up, placing it over there, lookmg m 
it, putting a third thing ,in., taking i:t oui, It� a 
rwlly physical manipulatum Df tJwse things � 
lines or areas or zc.ti:es ,or wlUJteoor they do, 
and then working from there. Usually the 8/rel
ekm of a piece will &U aronrid for quite awhile 
while I work it out. Tliey m:.tuall:y look, and I 
realiz� thai the UX)T'k looks very o{fhmtd and 
quick, but really it :-i a, very slow process of 
getting those things w co,,ui together. 

Horsfi.e!ll!Blwnenth.al Interview, 19?4 
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untillec1, March 1971 
Charcoal, 109 s0gm1m1s; pain', and wood 
Oimtmsi:ons u111<11ovm 
Des11oyed 

leaning hgure. "The third level, the house, gets its dirnensior,s I om lhe more exlended 1JOd1ly 

movemems and achons, as '1,1r,1'8II as from 'territorial' demands."21 Tile triangles sug,gesl pcrirnilive 

dwellings, just as the doorway provides psychic access, yet the space- erely indicated-is 

barely large enough to lie down in. '"The 1.1rban level {which comprises sub•levels} Is maiJ1ly deter• 

rniried by soci.aUnteracllon:·a ,:111d we can view the tr"a,ngl�sas a[Pair olft.gures co abi ing the 

same space, side.by-side, like r1a11ened cross-sections o ar,ohl,1ectu1ral str1;1c1ures.. finally, "the

landscape level resuils rom orn3is interaction with the miruraJ environment." and the tree limb, 

wliich suggesls all nature, rs illusionisttcally painted from lc,p to botlom in g,radated shades lfom 

brown to sky bl .e. suggesting all of lhe world"s space, from land lo sky. 

During, Mw1nter ol 1972, Morion defined lhe places more clearly in letms ol lnlerior rooms, 
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Paintings and Objects, 1973 

Casters, clay bricks, ink on wood, twigs, and watercolor on canvas 

Dimensions unknown 

Partially destroyed 

Photo courtesy Droll/Kolbe rt Gallery, New York, New York 

Untitled, 1973

Watercolor and pencil on paper 

22½ "X30" 

Collection of Cynthia Carlson 

Sister Perpetua 's Lie was inspired by Raymond Roussel's Impressions of Africa,36 a novel 

first published in 1910, which is a complex, highly descriptive discussion of a succession of cere

monies, activities, and performances. The book concerns the shipwreck upon the coast of Africa 

of a French ocean liner transporting a group of French eccentrics from Marseilles to Buenos 

Aires. Roussel, who is known to have made two world tours in which he rarely ever left his state

room or hotel facilities,37 interlaces obscured, illusive, disjunctive, and constantly changing 

events through the use of surrealist techniques of automatic writing and personal fantasy. 

Shortly after immersing herself in Roussel's complex web of bizarre incidents, Morton devel-

oped a literary or narrative thread through her work. According to Norberg-Schulz 

Whereas the place is determined by the proximity of its defining elements, and eventually 

by closure, the path is imagined as a linear succession. Primarily it is a direction to be 

followed towards a goal, but during the journey events happen and the path is also expe

rienced as having a character of. its own.38 

As in Roussel's novel, the images of Sister Perpetua 's Lie initially appear simple and clear, 

their boundaries carefully designated. Three areas are enclosed and connected by means of nar-

Impresswns of Africa was a book that just 
sort of invaded my life, and I couldn't think 
about anything else for a period of maybe nine 
months and finally I just incorporated it into a 
piece. It's the only one where I've taken a book 
and dealt directly with it. 

Horsfield/Blumenthal futerview, 197 4 
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Sister Perpellla'S Lie, 1973 (111sIa11aIron ww,

tnstiMe of Contemporary Art, Un:iversily 
of Permsylvanra, PihiladeJp.hia, Pennsyr,,,arua) 

Mixed media 
Partlalty deslr<zyed 

SJslm: Perpstva's Ue, 1973 (detail, ins[allallon al 
the University ol' Pennsylvani'a. Phllade - tiia. 
Pennsylvania) 

Mixed mectla 

� lially rec-onslructe(!I tor exhibllioo 
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Sftl.Saw, 1974 
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To Eecn Concrete Man. 1974 (deta�. Installation at 
lhe Whitney Musel.In of Amaocan An. Now 
'itM1c,NewYOd<) 

Moceo-

OlmeoalOnl vanable 

It_,,., tJuu arl, DmU>ll puvuse/JI, <fflllll 
ta&b that cannot be masttrtd l,y our no,maJ 
facuJtit1. Chaos is preeorit,U6iy nror. 

Contribution of unconscious in controlling 
substructure of art Qf)pt/JTt chootic and 
alu,get.hcr aaidmtaJ, only 0$ iot,g as i« rrl:, 
on the ie-14/t-l»wid diM:ip/inc of awa1ou, 

pem,ption. 

UNCONSCIOUS SCANNTNG 

Motif• PfderUe their fertility only if their 
ccnn«lion t<ilh lhc {inJJl mull rem.oin,, 
obsaut. Othmms, they turn inu, mtthanicol 
assembly d«uices. 

Notebook. 1974 

To Eaeh COncreI0 Man. 1974 (eletaH. lns1a11a11on at 
the Whitney Mus&um ol Amerk:an Ari. Now 
YOfk, New York) 

Moced.,_ 
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To Eacn Concrete Man, 1974 (detd, installation et 
1he Whl1ney Museum ol American Art, Now 
York, NowYork) 
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rwoot !hem were blank; the other rwo afflxedw,thcanvases. one paintedwMe. lheoiher gray. all 
"notice boards"" apparently "reserved" for or "awaiting" Inscription. A su,ng of empty t,ghtbulb 
sockets was suspeoded between two tell upright beams rising lrom Ihe roar corners of the plat• 
form. Gray paint had been rolled onto the surrounding while walls oil the gallery in shorl multl
directlonal strOkes so as 001 to cover the wall surface completely. The resulting tumultuous gray 
avnosphere obscured ad evidence of an even planaJ surlace. Yet this surlace was simullaneous• 

ly recalled by small tabs of innumerable hues of Color-aid paper (a han<!-screened paper ol high-





&ridpair,ti11c-
bekmgs to a world where expression is 

subservitnt to the idea-where the forms of art 
are never collected or hoarded as such, but the 
idea or irnace is tenaciously held arid preserved 
throuch centuries. 

Not,book, 1973-74 

I have certain feelings about the mood of the 
space at the Whitney, [installation of To &ch 
Concrete Man) as being a uery soft space 
because of what happens to the walls ... J 
think its really a one pen;l!n space and I think 
ideally you shou/J/. go into that space a/one. I 
think its really sort of about one person bcing 
in  the middle of a room between those two 
pieces. 

Horsfield/Blwnenthal lnoorview, 1974 

.. probably the only thine that I absolu.t.ely 
insist on is that )'OU cant see it [th• work] 

wrong. I guess its from beinc opposed to 
l.ookinc at work and readinc so much about 
work where )<)U have to be able to uriderstand, 
)'OU have to get involved in the ... 

plul-Osophical or phenorneno/,o{!iClll or whatever 
irnpUIXltions of the piece and thats where it 
exists much more as an ldea tJian �an.object. 
Whereas, I think that I'm really dealing also 
with ideas, but I'm also in oo/ved with uery im• 
mediate, UU;tik, emotional fe$/JO/lse to whats 
there I mean it should triccer associations that 
you have because of who you are and thats 
exactly what I .,,,n, to allow )OU. I""''" it 
closed, but I also uxmt it open. 

HorsfieldlBIU<llenthal lnoorview, 1974 
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called primitive anltudes and practices. In her notes on the southwest Indians, Morion wrole that 

Indian artifacts and paintings contain lhe 

essence of reality through devices unassociated with the reproductioo of superficial 

objects or nature. [They are] derived through centuries of selective observance of natural 

constructions and operations. Earth and sky represented in elemental forms and spare 

lines ... Hides are stretched on wooden frameworks ... and painted to represent 

moisture tablets or sun discs .•. Painted stone slab$ and ceramic tiles were used as or 
In connection with alters. Mortuary slabs from other prehistoric sites attested through 

rain symbolism that the deceased became rainmakers.0, 

Contemplation of these visual allusions in Morton's written preoccupations adds yet another di

mension 10 To Each Concrete Man. The vinyl flagstone floor becomes a "painted stone slab" and 

the "elemental forms" -the markers and log structures with their "hides stretched on wooden 

frameworks"-take on the character of altars or "mortuary slabs" in this undesignated region of 

extinguished lights, where a mysterious ambiance radiates. The "sun discs" reflect an overhead 

light end echo the prehistoric "rain symbOlism" of the deceased. In any case, the stage is set: 

only the unidentified ceremony or rile remains to be enacted. 

A consciousness of theatricality pervades-frontally oriented proscenium stage, lighting, 

props-and the log/light and marker structures participate as characters in the drama. afl 

awaiting their cues. Morton writes that "In ooe aspect or another, my sculptures are always 

torsos."" Innocence and poignancy, arising trom a sense of simple construction and quiet con• 

templative placement, exist in and between these protagonists: four on stage, somehow Ind!• 

calors or signs for other phenomena outside of themselves, and four counterparts. off-stage, 

which appear to Illumine and refer only to themselves. This is a world of certainties and uncertain

ties: the real and the Imaginary overlap: empty light sockets, lights which shine to reflect them

selves, synthetic flagstone covering authentic flagstone. walls which are obscured by grayness, 

yet colorfully indicated. 

As always, Morton concentrated on a situation-physical and existential space structured 

and punctuated with indicators, signs, end emblems of the assimilations. dissections. and syn• 

theses of ideas and images. The viewer Is Invited to make connectioos and associations not 

present or even necessarily implied, only suggested or hinted at, at best. This process-which 

"completes" the work-imbues it with everlasting vitality. According to Cynthia Carlson. "She 

was fanatical about there not being a particular way of interpreting the worl< ... that how the 

viewer interpreted it was the way it was. The Viewers had the right to discover for themselves 

what the work was to them."" Discovery-the unraveling of a mystery, the sorting out of a rebus, 

the resolution of a drama-was the viewers' experience, and for Morton, "from a sociopsycho· 

logical point of view. anyone's reaction toa work ot art is as 'true· and ·valid' as anyone else's."" 

To l:ach Concrete Man was still on view at the Whitney in April of 1974 when Morton partici• 

pated in a small exhibition at the Philadelj)hia College of Art, where she continued to teach, now 

commuting from New York City. Although this exhibition seemed rather insignificant to her at the 

time. ultimately ii was to have profound effecls on her way of working. According to Cynthia 

Carlson. the option to participate in this token "Women's Faculty Show" received generally 

unenthusiastic-and some hostile-response from those eligible. "There were few women on 
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rl' t rial op inlJ up possibilities 

mttinRoft �-anif-.ckd��!-
mn rd.m li/ietl-the _ are /ols · 

Sl'JFF 
DBAPF.D 
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WAGE 
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form '-' nm illustruti 
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if tlud wm- all t1iat importani could paint ll w � pul in book. etc. 

1-M'i.rking oui w• problems AFFECTIO FOR TH� W ilK. 
&rrwad - lLWSJON to ma� fur-thu au..uy 

fl,att r,fullu 

�" wm G art: t-spcwe. 

I like then whil ro llVCORFORA 
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uam- fl«kin/l for linf?S 
ti !iehioo-1'1!

t · surfaas 
�wnmu-

U\T.4Ml\fA 7E' i/JJECIS 

mllimJ 
a.ll.ti-dromntit: 

{iridi!lg an: tu l� 

painting re/41 d !111 obj (painlinR oo arrl) 
ob,jec n!lat o f,lmu.inc) or pain ·

ff 1. 

impottcmH of ,th,a.wing. rim uith orb· t 
o lt!a a· m.essaJR"-lma:s-

UJ Im ix> ,a ark wh re is wr mark r? 
diff, · t MJYB f moking a, lin , 

Rffl!AL AND BEIA7'JD ISHJP 'ID TUT!· 'AI-PROPER. Pl,A, · rfENT 

,_ • that olt. 

ot.ebook, 1 7 



Bozema11, Mortl n , , rt 

Mlxed media 

Al)Qf<r.xlmalaly 84 • x 32 " i,c 3 • 

olebook, 197 



1 • 25• 

Jadt,in,-lhe-PulpJI', 1974, 

CtayonanGpasl lOO 

29½" 41½"

EVE.I 1NG PRIMROSE 

BAU-HOO . B&UJTY 

.TADED( BEDRA 1GGLED1 APPEARANCE BY � f 

OF PJIEYIOU DJ-ss/P. '/'JONS 

FAD FW .nl. . LAB'{' lGHT'S 

REVEUlY 
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Lnst tian iew. Jol'1n D Ga ry, go, 
ll[lnolis, 1974 

(ler1 0 rlghl. Termiflal C/u.sters. Ws r,, o rhe 

Noll t. W'_an H Ruflf,i - ro oe Su,eJ 
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In Eliot's poem, one place or reve�lion was to be found in a garden where ;'the lea.ves 

were ful l of children_" II was ··our firs world,"' innooenl yet deceptive. since its bird sang 

of an ornillOUs realilY- The same might be said aboul Morion's realm.15 

Forma�y. the works have liUle; if a.nythlilg to do witih lradJtional conceols of afil. Morion fnlro

duces words into painting as sculptural embossments. another rresh artd rrever,enl combination 

or idioms oflen thought to be opposing_ The words are not solely expressive orcommerciality, as 

in Pop Art; they do not directly rerer 10 the self, as do Bruce aiuman's neorn writings: nor do they 

Ths PJafll Thal Heals May Also Poison, 1;974
(installalion view, Jolin Doyle Gallery, Chicago, 

lllfnois.) 
Cela.slic, gtiliar. anel painl on wood against 

waljpaper 
4s•xs4• x4·



Age of Surrealism-Wallace Fonlw 

Mlidates for Mar!tlt!SS. 19'74 
Celaslic, pa' l Oil wood 
o10· x 1oa· x4 • 

The ech-0 ,of �yllabks may be liO trong in mrm, 
thni we arie prtrhaps more guided by words 
than by any o,i:er single power. 

8/og(Itls oomfi11cR as poldica#y, and phrases 
from old songs shape us sentimentally. 

Rimbaud speaks of this p(>ll).f!I" in his Saison en 
&,fer when he eoolre.s the imagiMlit1 
foroefu/nm in. our m mory of such words a1, 

tarrem Big-M, fair-y tales) poroogrophic books,, 
the Latin of the Mass; 

Kaleidoscopic ,uiew of lif t-fJ MW arrtmJJement 
of si,gm;. «-Ii Wie:tpected set of formaticn8 
which may cast new lights and shadoUJS in iife 
but without thereby decip/1ermg it. 

'otehook, 1974 

I'l' I. IMPOSSIBLE NCYI' TO BE DEAL.I. G 
�t'ITHOUCHE WHEN DRAWING FWWERS. 
HOW TO DO IT.AND LU' THAT SHOWi' 

Not�book, 19-7 4 
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Fading FfOW9rs. 1974 jinsta,lt>al.loo view, Johll Doyle 
Gallery. Olii:Cago. IUinoiSl 

Oefaslic. pa.Inc on wood 
48" x 4a· xs· 

Of Prsv/OOS .Oissfpari®s, 197 
Cele,s!k: and pal11! oo wood 
,113• 7J"xs· 
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lotatingm 

ASSO'Ciatwns 
ldmtijiaukm 
- -· .. tioo

PERSONAL LDQt TlON: 

'(imtiM. B speri{i" 
u:irhin th ,IVW'ld al' 

LAGS FLYING 

p • or haoo ,Pl!J¥cd some impo11Mt role in my .lif◄ 

Translat apcrfu into signal:s 

wl � .•• 

1n which I Cf!lcbrni abotml i.h Lettie G. toward. 

UnmffJd. 1975 (d owing io 
South Sue I I M 

I 
on Paper 

9'/ii • • 1s· 



Something In the Wind, 1975 (lristallatiOn vllllw, 
Sooo, Slreet Seaport 'IJiSe\!m, New York, 
New York} 

Palnl ori ny)on 

Dimensions va riat:Jlie 

PJ-ioto courlesy OJ0lln<olberl Gallery, ew York, 

New York 
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. er oposal no es for h s p oJ ct aoound in refer nce:s o tli hlslo.y Cl slgn1llcance of 

0 n em t, r;glngs, aod heraldry, lrom lhe M die Ages to lhe pr,es nl. 

nd 

llery, LM 
VU'Uillffl.,i!n.ldi A rt J 

· , Cnnn lb ea , far 

l'"i'tlm:a;rv 20, 1971. 



total co :t Mn to be con.sid rm
yau may n i att'Clfflpany the ob l 
object may · d" uised or ooJthwl d 

� ruth an al,Jed-

(lJ 

r,?)Anal ii. p,oputi,es.
(3)Plwwgrnph it in 10 di1f.i
(4)Drow il
(5)Tak it pin
(61Fmd i.t 1.1 friend
(l.Jlli pAo:tog,vph . uith rJ 

Cube. 
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'D VU.. CHASER' ro URB DEMO - 1A 
TO WARD OFF DFEPIW 'I. NB Y.UGH1'Nll 
ID R_ VEAL THE PRES CE OF W71iCHES 

-'i1l£R EFFl!!Cf, 



cil'a'W('lgl, 9
7
5 

ell Ofl paper 

ono o/ file 8,Jaux Paintings 111 ), 97 
011 011 wood Wllh cefas!Jc 
24" 24

'" 

On of 100 Besu11 Pafnlillgs (13), 1975 
0 I or, wood th ce'lastic 
24 X24 

C!JII CIIOO O &illy orion 

an object Um 
iniport'M Md serious and n jt look 
rid uwus by mrtu.e of its sum:ir.md or context
01' tmnsf ormalu;n. 

ab) t or ,ma e acrom · 
for 1't 

__ .___.......,......::_ 

, · u ryda;y ab)IN!.t., wid make, l imp _ _ih/efor 
'i lo luJ/'iU its function. 

-• fmd an oh.fed, and U'IIW"JU a {"1!Ci' -



Let Us Celebrate Wlriie Yooth l.1iigers an<J Ideas 
Flow, 1975 

Pan! or, c.anvas. cela:stic, and �'IIC)O(I 
96� X 72. X6" 
Parlradl� recollSlructedl for exh illon

if there lW-S time, I wmdd rood to yoo from my 
notes ... in tvhich SJJme ordinary occurrences 
are treated 11B sign.ificmu evenJs . . .  in which 
the method is gradually n:ueakd ... in which 
the meaning is dmriy stated, and ,a, pltm for 
the future frrmtall expOffli.� Some ot!Ulr time. 
A path, tlwucii ... a first path, The Way To 
Oro-mi.ma' . Down the hill, paSt the Grr.md 
Uni.on. and up the slmro, Arti{kinl roses . . •  
doesn't sire know they a:r£nt pretty? I can� 
find my purse ... here it is., ma, under the bed. 
.First signs of a loosening mmd . - . Uu!n it 
fhtached, and Ui'eld. Grey ha.fr piled up on top
Too many raps orz tlu? Mad loasen.ed th 
hairpins, and e:r;er-ylhing fell down. Vague 
family mysterres, Wilt my puts begin to loosen, 
toof metimes I mn.'t find my purse- /g has 
ne,uer been IUl,der tlw bed� but once ii was ,in 
the refrigerator_ 

Ree I orto:n, i;eprinted hy permission of the 
Univarsity of dalifornia .11t &n Diego, California, 
Depa:rtm�nt of Visnnl Arls (rom the CDtalog for 
the e "bit, UC &m Di.ego FaruJJ.:y Art 
.Exhi.bitJmis, 197 
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Being in C IUom ia brouglll out lh mosi rela.x 
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ualllles or Morton's p r onalily. Her no1es 
els, having h r ctutd n with Ile , nd eve 
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PLACES; REE MOR'FO 

i Wlllched ihe other- day while tke horizon. line 
softened, and the ocoon and sky turned rite 
some pink. in almost ,w time «t all this big 
orange ball fefi back behind the welter, courtesy 
of California Special Effects. who oould have 
l}Ul!$Sed the reason beilmd aU tlu)se pailttings 
co.tr.lung '.U!.e MomenJ, now i know. 

the s-tory is called rne looks back to � if an,y 
of the other places she has been Juiue changed 
her work, in order ro try cuid answer the 
question. do you think cali/omia, the C4lifornm 
E:cpenen,ae in gen.ernJ OJ" in pal'fic-UW Qr m any 
way at all, has or e1.1er will now or in the near 
or distant future mfln.enced, altered, a{f ected-. 
or fed your work. giue it two bean tacos, mid 
oome o,yanic sun miguel. let me tell you what i 
th.inf.I , , • Id me k.� me let us lettuoe pr-ey. 

when i .uw a young girl wul talked to m,y 
sister about what we wanted to d-0 wl:en we 
grew Up, u,e both wanted to get married, slw 
would travel cmd i W{}uhi live in a house down 
the s.t-roet oocaase i liked it tMre. she stuck 
around. and ,i Ju:wen 't ltrted <m-y1dw·e far more 
than ci few years at a time. flcrida, georgin., 
riirginia rh:ode island, pe1im;ylvania, new y,ork 
mo.ntona, illinois, cvlorndo, oh w ll .i tmnk 
pfnn.s ar-e onJy good $<J you can have someihing 
to (!flge whether it aU WQrked <mt the � .)00 
said .it l.lJCuid . • . . thirijpl hnppen. whether you. 
have a pwn or not, SO· it dotsnt moke. any 
difference to me. 

you see rots af good st�f f when you keep 
llJ(iPJing w,:mn( although ii d-OeSn t always 
register right a.�y. delayed reactron8 all.ow for 
the Fermeiitatio,i Theory. i have th.is theory 
Uwt th� hat �uffgoes into a storage bin 
labeled Good, Vwual IJJ.f om1atilm,, rooks around 

a.while, and jumps on out wheneuer .it is damn 
good and ready. S'ome· of tM best uisual 
in{orm(ltum, i have .cc.tten (exclading uery 
distant memory, which .i think happens in a 
somewhat diffgrent way) has belm .from camp 
sites, construction ites, roadside stands, trof fie, 
jams, hor#ci,dture schools, lid4l pools,. uicto� 
cemeh!ries, scenic o.verlooks, rnce tracl8, .cmd 
r:egatta8. 

.ham are , wo exnniples of places gew:roting 
W<Jrk.: 

Mant.a.n:a 

so as you CGn see, .somedm, ii is: looking 
around, and sometimes it i.s freezing yow- ass 
off with .Maru�l Voulkos tMl will do it. 

smc:e i cm:ne to caU/omia m september, i've 
stopped smoking,. gairt,ed fir;e pounds, gone 
clamming with mike and elizabeth, g.,Uen 
ested., bought chineese paper cutouts in 
fia,fmma, and gotten an .czmfm 8-track for my 
vwi (installmilJn. by i$larul services, Tlmnk You 
George), ii� .impr.rrtant to have good music 
while yearn dri!JinO around. 

t sleep mare and cry le.ss than i did .in ew 
York. 

.these are wme of the thing iiie no'ticed here: 
1. most of tht men luwe mm.f.aches.
2. sunsets.
3. the .sky can, be a weird aquamarine.
4. mailooxes.
5. washed o� color.
6. acid rolur.
'l. starsatnig}u.
8. palm «nres.
9. dryskin...

thank you •..• 

Reprinted by permissio-n or Journal (Soothflffl 
California Art Maga:z.me, The Lo Angel.es 
hist.itute of Contempo£ill'Y Art), from. the 
Mierd,-April 1976 · _e. 



Ree Mortoo 
rns1!1ll'ation at Womefl's Building 
Las. Angeles, earifomi'a, 1975 
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RegiOn-;J/ Prece {16), 1976 
(NI ori wood with cela.sllc 
Two pa.!lelS, each 20 • x 50 • 
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UmiUed ( HlmJ cJrHWi.rll'}). 1976 
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(R p f:ro.m AUii1.1d • To rd ,pa.i:.ec: Biu.rirrmin nlal Art, • fount , 
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l1ie of uocr-1..l'mm� 
Jostf)J, CampbeU 
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Matiss,:-
I d,, not 1hink the way I tlwughJ yesterday. My 
fundmntnlal t"°"'1hU have not changed bw 
/uwe evo/u,d and l1IJ' modes of apression havt! 
follDwt!d 111.l' IMfllhU. Id,, not repudiale any 
of l1IJ' p<1U1t"'1' bw I ,-,Id not painl any of 
them in tltt ,ame ""Y had I lo d,, it agojn_ My 
datinalion is always tli• IOme 6ul I work ow a 
dilfennt route to get there. 

Notebook, 1976 

if thero is notiti11g definitely erotic in such 
lwim'ng, tmbraein.g, swelling, and relaxing 
shapes, there is o sensuous charo-cter 
inseparobk from tltt broadly understood erotu: 
experierwe. 

Not.book, 1976 
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My p,,rsp,ctive is situotwnal mmning here a concern for what one indiuidJ.w.J ron be alioo to at a 
partu:ular momml, thits ofUn involving a few other partu:ular individuals and not necessarily 
restricted to the mutually monitored arena of a foce-to-f= gatheMI!· 

�)Jrthcr, it is obvious that in most "siwaaons• many dif{ero11t things are happ,ming 
simultancously-tMngs that are likely to have begun at dilfertmt "IIN11ents and may tenninate 
disynchro11�y. 

(Experumce tJOries-good parts/bad parts-pliJyers on oppo,,ing teams at a gameJ 

AU of «,hid, •"811"'" that one should be uneasy abo<,t the I.WY way in which it is asswned tJiat 
parti,:ipant, in an actiu4y ron be r,,rminok,gia,1/y identi/itd and referred lo Ulitlu,,u is$UL For 
surely, o "-,,k • kiuin8 can also be a "man• greeting hits "IL.ft• or "John• 6'ins careful with 
'\\fo,y�• moAtap. 

My aim II to try to /$0/ote ,ome of tM basic fromeworb of ILl1dt� •� in our B«idy 
for making ..,,. out of ,.,,,,ts and to anaJ:,u tM � wlnerobihtiff to whkh th,es,e {romes of 
nftrr!TI« on ,u/iittt. I ,tart wiih tlie fOl:I tJiat from an individuoJi panicular point of view, while 
on• thing may momentarily appear lo be what is really going on, in fact «,hat is actually 
happening I, plainly ajo/lt, or a dmJm, or on accident, or a mi,tako, or a mislLnderstonding, or a 
dtception or a tht'Olrlroi performance, and so forth. 

"strip '-an arbitrory slice or cuJ frvm the stream of ongoing octiuuy, u1cluding 
seque11ces of happenings, rtal or fictive, as seen from the perspective of t/u;se subjectively 
(nuolvcd in sustaining an Utterest in them. 

"from••-/ a,s1<me that definitions of a siluatum are built up in oo:ordanre with 
princ{pl,s of organi,(ltion which gooom t1Je11tt-at 1"'181 MX:iol onCB-alld o«r subjective 
involvt!lllent in thtm; from• its tlie word I use to rofer to ,udt of tlitse basic elements as I am 
ablt to idtntify, 

Slaves wtre alubittd for sak in a wooden CIJ/,'t, their fttt beilw smtarrd witli white u.osh. and 
tabltu ltolUW pric,, and quoli{ications being around !Mir ntclts. 

H-Q/l'/lin I o,pe that tli• mmning of on object (or act) ii a p,od,,ct of -,al tk{inition and IMt 
tliis iuf111ition em,rgn from tM object� role in tli• mety at larg,, whim role then becomes for 
smaU,r circln o giwn, tometliing that ""' be modifted bc,t not totally re-crroud. TM mmning of 
an object, no d,,ubt, its g,ntrated through its us,, as pfOl!fflOtilt• ,ay, bc,t o,d;narily not by 
paniculiJr u.,,rs. /,. brief, all tliings used for hammtring in nail, are not hammers.

Notebook, 1976 
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One of the th,ngs that always Impressed me about Ree Morton's WOfi< was her ab!l,ty 10 
traverse the notion or an Idea. or intention, find an appropriate material, gel 10 know both thor• 

oughly and expressively, and then throw II all away and move on, Neither Ideas or materials ever 
go1100 much control over her, because She samehow knew when to let them gQ. Perhaps only 
anolher arus1 can understand how d1ff1Cufl 11 is when work begtnS 10 undergo majo, changes. 
Leaving off something which served so well and leaping into an unknown before It has been 
tested Is always painful. In that sense Ree was always an example 10 me ol what an artist could

dO. She had tears about trylng some ol the thlogs she did, bul they never prevented her Jrom 
go ing ahead The propo,1,on ol wonder was always greater than lhe propo,t,on ol fear. 

Another 1hlng that always amazed me was her oxtraordinary ability to manipulate materials. 
When she used cetastic, she turned II Into a pure liquid llow or forms. She made magic I Likewise, 
when she turned lo a palnlerly use ot oll palnl In lhe ··Sunscapes and Seaseis" st>e dld It 
automaucally like an old pro. Being ,n her slud,o, surrounded by work of the past and present, bits 
and pieces of thoughts and Ideas, working notes, and various assortments of references and 
materials was like being suirounded by pure energy, always moving, never s1e1ic. 

Ree had an endless cur,osily and need 10 make sense of the common everyday thongs and 
occurrences In her own lire, and her work attempted 10 do that. But not 100 much sense. That 

wouldn't have been any fun. She liked the end results io be open enough to be able lo mean 
d•lferen1 things 10 c:fif!erent people, wilhOUI being right or wrong. She was s«luced by myth and 
magic, but never to a po,nt of losing s;ghl of common sense, or en abdoty 10 be cnlical. It was a 
very good balance. Her use of decorawe Ideas (before it became popular) and her blatant. 
Intentional use 01 sentiment were extremely conscious positions. The "Flag" piece al tho South 
S11ee1 SeapoII was a celebration of friendships. 

She made hoge strides with her wor1< during the relat1V81y short 11me of her working career as 
an artist. I believe that that was due to her abillty 10 keep a very open mind about other work (and 
pecple). II kept a flow of connections available 10 only those not Immersed In dogma. That ability 
alSOmade her a good teacher, asweM as a good lriend.Shesald in her journal· "I learned 10 take 
myself ser,ously, and then f learned not 10 take myselt THAT seriously." 

-Cynthia Carlson

In 1973 I saw Sister Perperua's I.le a, the 1nst11u1e or Contemporary Art In Philadelphia. To 
move the eye from lfoo< 10 wall. To drsw on the wall, 10 place on the wall, 10 layer, 10 dlagooat, to 
hOfd. 10 lean, 10 prop, to Join. 10 frame, to place on Ille floor, 10 Indicate. 10 lead on. To build, 10 
square olf. 10 clrcle, to bend, 10 boundarlze. to span an open Interior space Circles, rectangles, 
organic lines teadlng-from wall 10 floor, from floor 10 wall. Incongruous materials: sand, wood 
slumps, sticks, paint. an.sis· paper, stones, light bulbs. Incongruous materials 10 make 

incongruous cbjects about Ille ou1d00rs 10 be juxtaPQsed m incongruous physical rela1J011Ships 
lndOOrs. 

-Nancy Graves
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trees aging 
1 hate you 
I love you 
in my chevy van 
hair brushes 
road! side scenic vfews 
new foundlan:d, lhaok you wyn 
c,ollecting rocks on lhe shore 
230 of di I road 
vik fi,,g excavations 
fishing for cod 
no retrigera tor 

''thal's a nioe piece" 
tannersville 
r-a inbows lading 

owe rs blooming 
waterlalls falling 
rain 

smens ot acetone 
oovnty fair 
venison and rogs legs 

woooslock pizza 
am ·track 

heavy suitcases 
d1rly leet 

gal rie-s. again, 
brunos 
san d'iego 

jorig distance phone calls 
the wi5h book 
heallh food 
suns selting 
disneyland 
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fish swimming 

crazy post ca ds 
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book stores 
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rivers wfnding 
big hug and rds.s 
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long d,s1ance phone calls 

where are you nowl

i miss you 
100 busy 
I miss you 
too far 

I miss you 
100 much 
I miss you 
100 1a1e 
i miss you -Linda Morton

Ree·s last wor1< was in a chang,ng place-a necessary place where lhere ts a lack o/ ba• 
ance. Very much as !hough she was raking a dive lnI0 an emolional. oxpressive place-looking 
tor new forms to fit new desires. 

I always feel Ree's WO<k is 1rying to ltt logelher very ddferen1 kinds of malerialS and ideas. 
Things lhat have a surface or physical difference bul In a deep sense are al one. The firs! poece I 
saw of hers was ,n the small room on lhe Whi1ney first floor, 1974. I IOved lhe space She made 

!here. It was llke walking Into a suburban living room thal had been decorated by an lce•age cave
dweller. II was in1rig1Jlng and touching because ,1 was so carelully and forcetully sensed.

Ree ,n her work WIShes to be fully consciouS of her pasl-and wed lhlS 10 her discovery ol 
art. This Is every artlsl's need but wllh Ree tt seems 10 me 10 be espec,ally poignanL In her adUII 
life she was first housewlle and molher and afler being fully those she Is lullyan artist. Ree's work 
Is ln the process of being open 10 all things in  lhe world-trivial and grand-the lasl wor1< abOul 
her willingness 10 make painlul unul new forms are louncl. 

-Elizabeth Murray
12/9(79

Ree knew who she was and kepi changing. She moved around her work. and her lite, lhe 
way she seemed to look al other people's sculpture-1,y,ng always to gel another view tram 
another side 

She could lake an object. or an Idea. and splil II up. She could string each part al an oblique 
line at assoclallons. And then she could rearrange them all-lie them up again so 1hal they were 
)US1 barely and wonderfully incomple1e. She was a poe1-sculptor, an image-sculptor. a neJVOUS· 
sculptor Herwor1< was beaublul and funny and sad.And tt was strong. And contusing. -So was 
her life. 

She seemed afWays alone, despite her lrlends end family. Not aloof or even resigned, but Just 
separaled lnlo herself. I learned a kind ol jagged rhylhm from her; a rhylhm or dlSSociallon• 
become-connecllon. Whal I remember rrow is: a friend who kept moY>r1g off 111 slightly different 
directions than I expected her 10. 

-Richard Nonas
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Lo Guidice showed ... sculpture by ... REE 
MORTON. Morton's work is more than idio
syricratic. She presented two constructions, 
each using materials in a very personal way. 
The first was a rectangular pattern marked off 
on the floor by what looked like bricks. But the 
"bricks" were made of pieces of wood painted 
red. A piece of canvas, also painted red, was 
glued to the top surface of each brick. The 
rectangle of fake bricks neatly encircled the 
several gallery columns in its path. An opening 
was left in the brick-indicated rectangle as a 
kind of entrance into the inner area. Inside 
was a low platform on little wheels like a dolly. 
The top of the platform was covered with 
paper on which Morton had drawn a plan for 
the arrangement of bricks. 

Morton's second piece was constructed in a 
corner of the gallery and used both floor and 
walls. Paper on the walls was marked with an 
outlining broken line, the usual sign for some
thing there but not visible. (Was Morton indi
cating the reverse of a painting, i.e., a painting 
can present something that is visible but not 
really there, while Morton attempts to indi
cate that the paper which is really there is 
invisible?) Upright white boards lined the 
wall. A projecting row of other boards formed 
a sort of collapsing pen extending out from the 
wall. Inside the 'pen' were three small wooden 
constructions. They were built with unneces
sary cross-pieces which served no structured 
purpose and seemed as quirky as Morton's 
fabricated bricks. 

In one respect Morton's work seemed like an 
elaborate joke about materials and a-bout 
process art. At first sight, because of her choice 
of materials, it seems she's doing one of those 
very serious "this is how it works" pieces. Then 
you see how impractical and nonfunctional 
the parts are, i.e., the collapsing fence, or the 
extra boards on the three small constructions 
inside. Morton's manufactured bricks could be 

Reprinted by permission of Arts Magazine, New York 

City, from the February 1973 issue, Volume 47, Number 

four, pp. 71-72. 

seen as a jibe at works which deal with show
ing the inherent qualities of certain materials. 
Her rectangle of bricks is made comical too, 
first by how neatly the bricks encircle the col
umns in their way, and then by the repetition 
of the whole scheme of bricks, columns and en
tran_ce on the paper-covered dolly platform. Is 
she here joking about all those artists who, 
with one material or other, reproduce circles, 
spirals and other geometrical configurations? 

It is also possible that while Morton's work 
involves commentary of other art it is also and 
more straightforwardly concerned with a new 
and different approach to materials. Morton 
seems to be using materials in ways that inves
tigate their non-functional, non-structural 
aspects. The objection to such a use of materi
als is that it would have no logic in itself. But 
what Morton does is to suggest the possibility 
of a function for each part of her structures 
and then to subvert the suggestion. She chooses 
materials normally found in the kind of work 
she is referring to and then uses those materials 
to make constructions that suggest the appear
ance of "how it works" pieces at first glance 
but really are beginning to collapse ot contain 
unnecessary parts. What she is pointing out is 
that collapse, or unnecessary parts, are just as 
possible as states of material constructs as the 
strict functioning of only necessary parts. (Lo 
Guidice, Dec. 13-Jan. 3) 

-Rosemary Mayer

Reviews and 

articles 
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REE MORTON: 

ATTHE 

STILL POINT 

OF THE 

TURNING WORLD* 
She likes Raymond Roussel's Impressions of 

Africa because "the mental pictures are always 

changing; you can't make them concrete. 

There's no frame of reference, no story line or 

location." Her own work offers a private sign 

language which engenders a private space part

ly constructed from memory, which accounts 

for the flavor of dislocation. I first saw Ree Mor

ton's work in the 1970-71 Whitney Annual. It 

didn't look like everything else - a wood and 

screen "manger" with twigs and branches in and 

beneath it. She still works with containers and 

enclosures, but after the neatly constructed 

screened racks, the object status became more 

ambiguous and, at the same time, innocent, 

obsessive, repetitive. Bundles of branches, cut 

logs, used more loosely, led her later in 1971 into 

a curious area between painting and sculpture, 

between welcoming "environment" and a 

closed, pictorial space. 

Morton uses fences and paths and dotted 

lines, tables and platforms and panels, to isolate 

forms and directions, to make new connections 

between them. What appear to be fragments 

are drawn together by shared shape or connota-

Reprinted by permission of Artforum. New York, New 

York from the December. 1973 issue, '✓olume 12, 

Number four, pp. 48-50. 

tion into a common 5pace. But once that space 

is established, it disappears by allusion from its 

boundaries. A large framed and gated and three

part piece shown in Philadelphia last year 

revolved around "Sister Perpetua's Lie" from 

Roussel. A series of drawings reflecting the 

shapes of the sculptural elements surround the 

quotation: 'To the question, 'Is this where the 

fugitives are hiding?' the nun, posted before her 

convent, persistently replied 'No' shaking her 

head from right to left after each deep peck of 

the winged creature." I harp on these literary 

sources because Morton's work conveys a high

ly abstract and hermetic narrative quality. Signs 

and shapes repeated again and again as though 

to say "Now do you see?" are islands in a land

scape, things that seem imbued with meaning, 

but what meaning? 

Most sculptors working in an area between 

sculpture and painting limit themselves to bend

ing one or the other medium toward the other 

(e.g., boxlike, planar, relief sculptures, or bulging 

shaped or assembled canvases). Ree Morton, on 

the other hand, straightforwardly combines the 

two without altering the identity of either. Her 

drawn or painted sheets of paper on the wall 

could stand on their own as two-dimensional 

art, were they not enticed into real space to 

interact with three-dimensional elements which, 



in turn, might stand on their own as sculpture, or 

as natural "finds." Often the sculpture provides 

the frame by unconventionally drawing it out 

from the wall, radically changing the scale of 

the hanging rectangle. The materials used to 

perform these sleights of eye are frequently 

wood - large gracefully sloping tree branches, 

logs, twigs, stumps, 2 x 4s. (The lines of the 

branches resemble "drawn" lines without resort

ing to the forced naturalness of expressionism.) 

(Other components: not quite arcs, not quite 

circles; posts, trunks, logs split lengthwise; dirt 

and wooden floor sections; the ubiquitous dot

ted line in two or three dimensions; flattened 

and rounded tree sections, clay patties, plaques, 

boards, stones; a rock, a dolly, benches, wheels, 

trunks that open on spindly legs, fence posts 

and lopsided pickets; doors, shelves, roofs; 

hanging, lying, leaning, supported, supporting; a 

lot of I ittle objects rather plaintively lost in 

space and then found again echoed in drawings 

on wall or floor or remembered in similar shapes 

on the other side of the room - the most pre

carious aspect of Morton's work, dangerously 

close at times to fussiness, but usually con

quered by associations and alienations clear 

enough to be provocative, not coy.) 

Until recently, Morton's work has lined up 

against at least one wall, providing an almost 

Surrealist space by which the sculptural ele

ments elude illusion, but bar entrance. Now 

some of the pieces lead from the dotted paths 

of pictorial space into real roads around and 

into the sculpture. The roofs, shelters, paths, 

gates, and yards imply architectural plans and 

an ambiguous area between interior and exte

rior space. In the multipartite piece shown re

cently at Artists Space, based on materials and 

memories from a summer in Newfoundland, a 

Magrittean contrast between careful arrange

ment and natural materials, outdoors and in

doors, was intensified by the diffused, artificial 

"daylight" and the black shuttered windows 

that pushed one back into the room. In the last 

two years the "places" have become more sche

matic, a necessity as they more ambitiously ex

pand and fragment. The ritual quality is also 

heightened in newer works. The Newfoundland 

piece was all green and gray and white and na

tural wood and stone - clean and fresh and 

peaceful with an almost "homey" intimacy laid 

over the ominous clarity of a dream. Morton 

seems to be topographically mapping her own 

exposed zones, making Japanese gardens of her 

fantasies, within the limitations of her own loft 

and house life. The influence of memory is very 

strong (the stones on wooden pedestals ranged 

on a "table" in the Newfoundland piece look a 

bit like souvenirs in a gift shop). 

All of Morton's pieces exist in that very con

trolled, but still dispersed and uncaptured space 

which hovers between the pictorial and the 

sculptural (not necessarily in respective relation 

to the drawn and three-dimensional elements). 

The space in both her sculpture and her draw

ings recalls that of the American Indian or of 

other so-called naive artists. At the same time, 

my reference may be to the highly sophisticated 

use of multiple viewpoint found in ancient Chi

nese and other Eastern landscapes. And there is 

also an openness that is rooted in repetition and 

"uniformity," the slight awkwardness or con

frontational innocence that is an attribute of so 

much of the best American art. The spaces are 

compact but welcoming, like little shelters for 

the expanding imagination, the legendary door 

in the wall. 

- Lucy R. Lippard 

*The title is taken from T.S. Eliot; the following quotation has hung 
above Morton's desk for several years: 

At the still point of the turning 
world. Neither flesh nor fleshless; 

Neither from nor towards; at the still 
point, there the dance is, 

But neither arrest nor movement. And 
do not call it fixity, 

Where past and future are gathered. 

This essay is a revised and expanded version of a text first 
published in the catalogue for "Made in Philadelphia" at the 
Institute of Contemporary Art. University of Pennsylvania. Phila� 
delphia, March-April, 1973. 
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WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART 

REE MORTON 

Ree Morton's work is based on a visual system of dis

crepancies, poetic reversals, multiplicity and ab

stract narration. 

The pieces she has done since 1970 are 

large, usually filling an entire space, yet the compo

nent parts or modules are often small and function 

as major elements through repetition. Her work re

orders space, with tracks, log slices, ridges of sand, 

painted (sometimes dotted) lines on the floor or wall, 

rows of tiny clay forms as borders or enclosures. Ab

stract drawings incorporated into her work refer 

obliquely to real forms; branches, color swatches, 

weights and balances, signs and markers are among 

the elements that constitute her pictorial language. 

Morton makes objects and molds spaces, offers op

tions, lays out territories, paths, boundaries and 

directions that both exclude and protect; her enclo

sures are places of internment and refuge at the 

same time. 

Morton sets up situations in which the viewer 

explores and discovers. The work has an archeolog

ical look to it, an archeology not only of things and 

places, but ideas as well; it is the excavation and evo

cation of a culture that relates to the private life of 

Essay from the exhibition brochure titled Ree Morton by 

Marcia Tucker published by the Whitney Museum of 

American Art, New York, New York, 1974. 

one person, "to each concrete man" (the title of the 

present piece). 

Although Morton is interested in illusion, she 

does not create illusion in the classical or traditional 

painting sense. In one piece, for instance, she 

painted a tree trunk in bright colors according to the 

actual markings of its bark, then removed it from illu

sion by placing it on a low platform, facing another 

tree trunk painted differently, according to its mark

ings. She likes to use wood-grained wallpaper as a 

backdrop, making a reference to real things by using 

blatantly artificial ones. In a 1972 piece shown at 

Oberlin she utilized a large branch, leaning it against 

a wall at an acute angle; the branch was painted 

from dark brown at the bottom (nearest the viewer) 

through greens and blues to white (the color of the 

wall) at the top. The colors used were those of tradi

tional landscape painting, but graded on a real tree in 

the way one would paint the image of a tree to make 

it seem to recede into space. 

Her pieces have a narrative thrust which is 

unusual in abstract sculpture. For her, some kinds of 

narration involve the evolution of an event, the view

er's own movement, through time and space. In 

other works, especially some pieces and drawings of 

1973 based on Raymond Roussel's novel Impres

sions of Africa, chapter titles and paragraphs from 

the book are used as references to events taking 

place in the pieces themselves. Occasionally, her 



drawings are based on mundane events in her own 
life, unimportant in themselves and illegible in the 
final product. In still other works, narration is pro
vided by markings (like those of topographic maps) 
which stand for something specific but whose mean
ing is unknown to us; they are modules, signs or units 
whose signification is mysterious but insistent by vir
tue of repetition. In certain recent drawings, the nar
rative element consists of what Morton calls "the 
mating habits of lines"; she says that now "the 
pieces don't have an outside source, like Roussel; 
they're telling their stories in a more relaxed way." 

Notes from her varied and extensive reading 
are scattered throughout her notebooks like the ele
ments of the work itself. There are quotes from Rilke 
("try to love the questions themselves, like locked 
rooms and like books that are written in a very for
eign language ... ") and Unamuno ("ideas were not to 
be worshipped nor followed blindly, but spent, by 
using them as shoes are used ... "); notes on Celtic 
torture devices ("cages of wood," wickerwork 
frames in which people were burned); lists of things 
("borders, edges, ends, boundaries, enclosures, iso
lators, narrative keys, directors, paths"); and charts 
(a pamphlet of hand signs for deaf-mutes, a page of 
Japanese stamps with fish images, a diagram of 
buoy markings). These elements are brought to bear 
on her work indirectly, as if they were archeological 
field notes. 

"To Each Concrete Man" has two parts. One, 
situated in the right-hand section of the space, con
sists of a low platform on which a fake latex flag
stone "floor" is situated-a uniquely ironic way of 
assuring that the Whitney Museum's real flagstone 
floor cannot interfere with the sculpture itself. On the 
platform are four different sculptural forms that 
resemble markers or signposts on which public 
announcements might be made. Unlike earlier works 
in which actual drawings were tacked onto the walls 
around a piece or placed on sculptural forms, there 
is no drawing on these markers. For her, the fake 
flagstones act as the drawing. The loosely painted 
gray wall, activated by color swatches selected at 
random, includes an open, unpainted rectangle 
against which the platform is set off; it is a drawing or 
painting space, vacated or vacant, "a place where at 
another time I might have done a drawing, but now 

the space is just reserved for it," according to Mor
ton. There is a stage-like feeling about the piece, a 
logical extension of other works in which a theatrical 
aura was created by their animate quality. 

The frontality and general structure of the 
new work relates to the proscenium of a stage on 
which a series of events is about to take place or has 
already taken place. These "ghosts" in the work are 
references to things that once existed in the space, 
or could have existed there but do not. Shapes, 
spaces and solids seem to be in the act of transfer
ring themselves from one section of the piece to 
another. The markers appear to have emerged from 
the white space behind them; they have a slightly 
anthropomorphic quality which makes them, as ab
stract shapes, suggestive of certain human activi
ties. Some of the parts in her sculpture, Morton 
notes, are involved themselves in the act of looking, 
as well as being looked at. 

The second part of the exhibition consists of 
a number of mushroomlike rawhide lamps, suspend
ed over stumps of wood on which other rawhide 
scraps are stretched. While making the lamps, she 
became interested, "in leaving out the sculpture and 
using the other parts," that is, in dealing with nega
tive forms and shapes as well as with a subversion of 
the two traditional sculptural concerns, the base and 
light. The aggregate of rounded shapes constitutes a 
place in which the natural and artificial engage in an 
intense dialogue, the rawhide-covered log stumps 
reflecting their own material back into the lamps. The 
incongruity of a forest of lamps has the same kind of 
humor and visual double meaning as some of the 
word plays in Morton's notebooks, word plays which 
refer to real things as well as to figures of speech
such as "parting of the ways," "on the right road" or 
"around the bend." 

Morton's work is unusual in its totality; it 
incorporates painting, sculpture, real and crafted 
objects, natural and artificial materials. The work is 
intelligent without being intellectual, narrative with
out being literary and ironic without being whimsical. 
Its multiplicity, contradictory and slightly perverse 
nature, its response to natural forms and its sources 
in primitive human phenomena result in a unique 
sculptural mode. 

-Marcia Tucker, Curator 91 



Art in America 

Ree Morton at the Whitney 

Fantastic imagery has reared its head in a 
number of guises recently, from the bizarre 
seff-transformations of Lucas Samaras to 
the sado-masochistic cavortings of the 
more extreme body artists to the nut-funk
ery of Bay-Area eccentrics and Chicago 
Hairy Whos. These manifestations all de
rive in one way or another from a preoccu
pation with negative psychology-a critical 
belief that evil must lurk beneath a surface 
of seeming normality. Ree Morton's work is 
cryptic evidence that the images of subjec
tive exploration needn't all be laden with 
malice. 

Morton's previous objects and environ
ments evolved from experiences of actual 
places visited and things remembered; her 
primitivist constructions, which included 
rocks, sticks and branches and crude draw
ings, were documentations of a personal 
and poetic vision. Her most recent work, 
which occupied the small main-floor gallery 
at the Whitney, was a complicated and 
ambitious environment titled To Each Con
crete Man; it abandoned the crudeness of 
her earlier found objects for conscious fab
rication. Her travels have become imagi
nary, metaphorical; this new work repre
sents an exploration of the nature of fan
tasy itself. 

On the right as you entered the gallery 
was a low platform surrounded by a dimin
utive picket fence; its floor consisted of a 
commercially produced imitation-flagstone 
covering, a gentle parody of the museum's 

Reprinted with corrections by the author by permission 
of Art in America, New York City, from the July-August 
1974 issue , Volume 62, Number four, pp. 81-82. 

real stone floor, perhaps intended to under
line the work's peculiar relation to the 
"real." Four "figures"-three easel-like 
structures and a sort of blank signboard
occupied this strange stage. Posts at its rear 
corners supported a string of empty light 
bulb sockets. 

At the other end of the room were four 
tree stumps standing on stick legs and cov
ered with tightly stretched rawhide. Lamps 
with crude rawhide shades, suspended from 
the ceiling, hovered over them. Three of the 
stumps were grouped together; the fourth 
was placed several feet away. This 
arrangement seemed to refer obliquely to 
the positions of the platform objects. 

The walls of the room were painted a 
splotchy, thinned-out gray over white, 
which was punctuated by small colored
paper strips pushpinned on at random. 
These altered the walls' character by acti
vating their surfaces, calling into question 
their traditional function as flat planes. A 
rough outline of an arch on the wall behind 
the platform remained white, adding to the 
work's spatial ambiguity by indicating a 
sort of negative proscenium which could be 
read either as a backdrop or as an opening 
into illusionary, undefined deep space. If 
the platform, with its empty sockets and 
scattered easels, gave the impression of 
abandonment, the lighted stumps had an 
air of anticipation about them, like care
fully placed tables awaiting_guests. 

Unlike many environmental works, 
which emphasize their spatial occupation 
by requiring the viewer to step over, crawl 
through or only look into them, Morton's 
work offered an access as effortless as 
drifting into a dream. Though this gentle 
entry might signal that the ensuing experi-

ence would be subjective rather than phys
ical, Morton's "concrete," straightfor
ward presentation delayed this awareness. 
The mise-en-scene was filled with objects 
that seemed familiar, accessible. But a 
careful analysis of the situation brings the 
viewer up against a blank wall. A re
sorting of initial impressions reveals that 
the objects are not at all what you thought 
they were, and, in fact, cannot be assigned 
any identity connecting them to reality. 
The artist, though inviting you in, reserves 
her right to privacy. 

This ultimately mysterious quality of 
the objects underlines and confuses the 
question of scale-a major ingredient of 
any environmental work. It is easy enough 
to assume, especially when considering the 
contents of the platform, that we are deal
ing with human-"real" or "full-size"
scale. But if the stumps are accepted as 
tables, then the environment is established 
as a miniature, a sort of Lilliputian picnic 
ground. But the stumps are not necessarily 
tables. They could just as well be function
less forms, their own "real" size or even 
greatly enlarged in the artist's imagina
tion, in which case their scale need not be 
consistent with that of the platform. 

J. R. R. Tolkien would have been the 
first to agree that the success of a fantasy 
depends on establishing its credibility. 
This happens when everything is laid out 
and presented in accordance with its own 
definitions; a foothold on our own reality 
is not important. Morton's references turn 
in upon themselves, making her fantasy 
totally believeable as such but also assur
ing that the work itself will remain as enig
matic as its title. 

-Nancy Foote
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REE MORTON: 

''Antidotes For Madness'' 

To date, Ree Morton's work has been characterized as enig
matic, "remote and self-contained" and as having a ''highly 
abstract and hermetic quality." (1) Using elements like sticks, 
slices of logs and other variations on tree-trunks, sand, sweep
ing compound, picket fences, shingle awnings, rocks, boards, 
bricks and referential drawings, she created environments 
which could not comfortably be entered. " ... at the time I was 
doing these pieces I began reading books on architecture and 
was using (that) vocabulary ... There were words like bound
aries and zones and pathways and entrances . .. there are lots of 
pathways, for example, but where one can't go. In that sense I 
really resist the· word environmental because environmental 
means to me that you go into that space and these are really 
spaces to be viewed, like mausoleums and altars and entryways 
and spaces which are set aside for particular purposes or are un
available in a certain way." (2) That certain way was seen as 
dream-like, allusive and elusive, at times grounded in the 
artist's own past and at times in generalized kinds of placed. "I 
really try and make them general enough and with human 
enough references so that they begin to trigger individual mem
ories that begin to have nothing to do with what I've placed 
there ... " The specific places which she began to construct were 
compounded not of directly apprehendible objects but of things 
that were like shadows or after-images of unknown factors, and 
of diagrams that were schematic portraits or "records of 
events." In one, two painted log-stumps face a drawing based on 
old engineering topographical symbols for orchard, clearing, 
sand and gravel; they view a situation which could be about 
themselves. Despite the primitive quality generated by the 
presence of wood and sand and rocks and their arrangement in 

Reprinted with author's corrections by permission of the New Art Examiner, Chicago, 
Illinois, from the January 1975 issue, Volume two, Number four, p. 4. 

space, and despite Morton's admission that the pieces gradually 
became more autobiographical and therefore more impene
trably private, the potent dislocation of viewers suggests a 
more universal influence than any of these explanations allow. 

Working steadily in her studio, assembling pieces, photo
graphing them and taking them down, few people saw the 
greater part of her output. Marcia Tucker kept track of her 
work and Morton exhibited in two Whitney Annuals. In 1973 
she showed "Souvenir Piece" at Artist's Space, based on a sum
mer spent in Newfoundland. Lucy Lippard described it as 
" ... all green and gray and white and natural wood and stone
clean and fresh and peaceful with an almost 'homey' intimacy 
laid over the ominous clarity of a dream." Out of that piece came 
"'lb Each Concrete Man," shown at the Whitney's small gallery 
in March, 1974, which Morton sees as a culmination of certain 
aspects of space she was working with. 

The next piece she exhibited was conceived and born in a fit of 
pique and marks the beginning of a conspicuously different 
imagery and involvement with materials. " .. . all of the parts in 
this piece are fake, the wooden supports that hold the awning 
up are covered with contact paper ... I made lots of bows out of 
material called celastic ... and did them with glitter and nail 
polish and buttons and stars." The piece was a bake sale and was 
inspired by the attitude of the women at the school where she 
teaches who were organizing the women's faculty show. 

"I thought they were being really chicken-shit about putting 
their work out. They wanted the show to be self-explanatory 
with lots of preliminary drawings and explanations and I 
thought that that was terrible, to finally have a chance to show 
your work in the school and to insist on remaining a teacher." 

The newest work, at John Doyle Gallery, seems almost dia
metrically opposed to pre-bake sale pieces. Instead of the com
forting properties of wood and stones, Morton now presents us 
with shiny, painted surfaces, patently false and obviously 
manipulated. Implicit mystery seems to have given way to 
blatant explication. Instead of unstated multiple references, 
the embossed words on the new reliefs appear to proclaim a less 
complex intention. (But this is just playing the devil's advocate 
on my part, anticipationg mental wavering. ) 

No longer drawing with objects in space, Morton instead com
mandeers the entire environment and continues to "pull the 
walls" into her work. She painted six of the gallery walls in 
alternating candy pastels, covered two walls with patterned 
wall-paper and ran a strip of flowered, semi-colonial wall-paper 
trim around the baseboard. Consequently, a showing space of 
contemporary elegance is transmuted into a life-size sampling 
of Suggested Shades In American Bedchambers. 



Muddy and dark and saccharine colors intermingle on reliefs 
based on banners and drapery. ("I look at Victorian funeral 
monuments a lot ... drapery that exists in stone.") Oversized col
ored lights flash on the two horseshoe-shaped pieces that sit on 
the floor, drawing attention to the words "Fading Flowers " and 
"Terminal Clusters " embossed on dingy green streamers flatly 
arrayed across the middle of the structures. Both their shape 
and proximity to the ground recall the wreaths given as prizes 
at events like horseraces (in the movies) or as memorials at 
funerals and governmental holidays. The insistently flashing 
lights, which Morton associates with her interest in commercial 
lights, especially in advertising, can also signal gaiety (a carni
val) or danger (a squad car). Words that suggest dwindling or 
decay are coupled with gentler nouns. 

Although absorbed by these strange associations, the words 
which have continued to preoccupy me are "Antidotes For Mad
ness," which repose, sans lights, on a nine-foot banner. Some
what off above the piece hang two gaudy bows. There are no 
tangible antidotes anywhere in sight (art?), no diagrams or 
directions for counteracting the dread disease. There is just the 
announcement, an out-of-context proclamation, heraldic and 
nonchalant at the same time. 

The formal quality of the pieces seems willfully awkward and 
naive. Where in the "Madness " piece the drapery has a certain 
tautness to it, a graceful frozen movement, the banners on the 
horseshoe structures are openly flat and gawky, as are the 
structures themselves. A feeling of artlessness has strung itself 
throughout her work all along and becomes most obvious in the 
small drawings exhibited. In the past her drawings have been 
highly symbolic or diagrammatic, marked by an innocent, lan
guorous line. These depictions of leaves from a book of weeds 
seem more concerned with themselves as object-statements, 
little islands of leaves floating on terrazzo backgrounds, 
rimmed with glitter and fake wood. The names of the leaves 
and small comments that float on the ground resemble Jim 
Nutt's handling of words in his work. Indeed, the installation of 
the drawings, with their flocked wood-grain borders played 
against fake wood-grain wallpaper, is strikingly reminiscent of 
the show 'Don Baum says, "Chicago needs famous artists " ' at 
the MCA. When an interviewer noted the affinity of Morton's 
current show to Chicago art, she acknowledged both a liking for 
it and a possible influence. 

An impressive aspect of her work is her way of working, a 
kind of subliminal discovery process which she allows free 
reign. From that vantage point, one sees that her current work 
springs from the same personal resources that it always has, 
from following an inclination and noting the result. When she 

found some elements in her work beginning to look very figura
tive her reaction was, " . .. oh my God, they're figures and you 
didn't think you were doing that. Somehow, if you're believing 
your own rules, in a sense, then you eliminate that from your 
work and so what I do instead is to let them be alive and see 
what happens, let them function as people without making 
them look like people." 

The same empirical tendency manifests itself in her relation
ship with the outside sources for her work. Around the time she 
was finishing her graduate work (about 1970), she found dia
grams of food drying racks in the back of an old cookbook. 
Using the materials specified, i.e., wood, screen, canvas and 
hardware, she greatly enlarged their size and reproduced them. 
"I found that it was a wonderful way to work at that time, to 
make a decision to make that and then what you would get was, 
to me, this very strange object." The relief pieces are based on 
words she found in an old wildflower book whose moralistic 
text attracted her. It talks about flowers "as if they were people, 
as if they could make moral judgments ... be thieves, liars, 
escaping or trapped." When queried about the similarity of her 
works to the 'feminine' art that deals with-buttons and bows: 
"I know that whole rap about female imagery-I'm almost in
volved in it because I don't believe it. I think its quite possible 
that there is (a female image) and I think it has nothing to do 
with what I see identified as female imagery at this time." 

I suppose Ree Morton's method and art could be dismissed as 
mere autobiographical process, as visual stream-of-conscious
ness. It would partially depend on one's value of the personal in 
art as to whether it was seen as positive or negative. Whatever 
one's reaction is to the formal quality of her art or the impulses 
which produce it, there is an expansiveness and an assuredness 
which flows from her into her art. "I read ... a book of David 
Smith's writings ... and one thing he was talking about was af
fection for the work and I got really excited when I read that, 
that was not a word you heard connected with work ever recent
ly, it's logical, it's systematic, it's reasonable, but never talking 
about affection for the work ... " The spirit which transformed 
John Doyle's gallery is one which encompasses and strengthens 
and questions instead of working within strictly defined param
eters and as such is liberating for both the artist and the viewer. 

-Carol Squiers

(1) Lucy R. Lippard, "Ree Morton: At the Still Point of the
Turning World, Artforum, December, 1973.
(2) All quotations, unless otherwise noted, from the artist's lec
ture at Artemisia Gallery, Nov. 7, 1974 or in conversation with
the author.



REE MORTON: 1936-1977 

I never met Ree Morton. In fact, outside of photographs, I saw only 
one of her pieces. But that one piece, which I stumbled on by accident 
at a show at the Institute of Contemporary Art in 1973, excited me 
more than I have ever been excited by any contemporary work of art. 
It was Sister Perpetua's Lie and I didn't understand a thing about it 
except that a) it seemed to bridge the gap between drawing and 
sculpture, between two and three dimensions, something I was very 
much interested in, and b) it was so pointedly obscure, scattered with 
clues which provided no hints at all to the ultimate mystery of who was 
Sister Perpetua and what was her lie, that I felt sure the work, with its 
elaborate but meaningless system or mere appearance of system, was 
in some way a send-up or rebuke of the even-then prevailing concep
tualism. Thought was not all and I was glad to see somebody say so in 
a manner that was progressive, not reactionary. She really seemed to 
offer a way out, to free compulsive activity of its pretensions to 
rigorous logic. Enthused, I saw connections between Morton and 
Pyncho_n, both of whom seemed to be saying that all things are para
doxically connected in a way that is finally unknowable, and that 
therefore systems are both profound and trite. Later, I found out who 
Raymond Roussel was and read his novel, Impressions of Africa, on 
which Morton had based Sister Perpetua and understood that he had 
argued similarly. The book presents a string of bizarre but extremely 

Article and author's corrections reprinted by permission of Arts Exchange Magazine, 
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complicated rituals and feats, overly ingenious apparatuses, and 
rigidly organized tableaux in a narrative vacuum without plot, without 
character, without time, in short, without any apparent mison d'etre. 

Suffice it to say that the book is hardly clearer about the identity and 
dilemma of Sister Perpetua than Morton was. 

Of course, before all this I had been struck by the "look" of the 
sculplture, something regenerative in the rough tree stumps, the naive 
presentation that was refreshingly new at the time, although now it is 
seen as an early manifestation of a resurgence of interest in 
primitivism. 

A year or so after this encounter, I opened the "Arts and Leisure" 
section of the Sunday New York Times and saw the photograph of the 
installation at the Whitney of To Each Concrete Man. To each concrete 
man, and there were four of them in the composition, four anthropo
morphic-looking constructions of wooden rectangles on substantial, 
high "legs" or solid, squat "feet," to each concrete man there was, 
across the room, a reciprocal, antidotal organic man, fantasy man, 
four crude tree stumps with rawhide coverings and attenuated legs, 
the thickset trunks and spindly legs of dwarves. The legs of the gnomic 
entities seemed too thin lo support the bulk of the trunks and they 
maintained the precarious balance of cripples; the legs of the "con
crete" specimens seemed unnecessarily long or thick, or both, for the 
minimal weight they had lo bear. These latter suggested lo me 
somehow a vision of our outward, upright, ordered selves, the selves 
we present lo the world, which would account for their sitting on a little 



stage, a raised platform covered with imitation slate flooring and 

bordered by a diminutive picket fence. There was a white painted 

arch for a backdrop as well, "a sort of negative proscenium," as one 

reviewer I subsequently read noted. 1 They were our middle class, 

bourgeois selves, I thought, inhabiting a kind of suburban yard, 

complete with fence and clothesline or telephone poles and wires or 

whatever that string of empty light bulb sockets stretching from 

perpendicular to perpendicular was supposed to be. A miniature 

picket fence for a ticky-tacky house. 

But the stumps were not stunted inner selves, our pre-evolved, 

crouching avatars. With the inverted dome lamps, also covered with 

rawhide, hung a little above and spotlighting each lump, the impres

sion was of luminous mushrooms growing ouf of the surrounding 

dank, limitless gloom. Weird but rich. And more real, I judged. If the 

weight of approval was not to be centered on this half of the room, 

then why did Morton use natural rawhide on the stumps and their 

lamps in opposition to the synthetic slate of the dais, why the individ

ual, specific, almost-halo of light, as opposed to the empty light 

sockets? If a light bulb represents an idea, does that mean that the 

"concrete" men were mindless? Why else deep space, as opposed to 

artificial boundaries? 

That was before I read what Lucy Lippard wrote about Morton. 

"Morton seems to be topographically mapping her own exposed 

zones, making Japanese gardens of her fantasies."2 Then I began to 

realize the importance for Morton not only of fantasy, which I had 

already recognized, but al.so of limits, of boundaries, of zones and 

maps. In the article Lippard wrote, I saw reproductions of her earlier 

work where the picket fence and string of sockets had been presented 

as dotted lines which, having crossed, one was no longer in Morton's 

territory. (These lines had been in Sister Perpetua's Lie, too.) I read a 

brief "poem" she had written about her work, every line of which 

began with or revolved around a word prefixed by re, meaning, of 

course, back, again, anew. Apart from a concern for doubleness and 

contradiction which was to be almost a signature for Morton and 

which was so obvious in the dichotomy of To Each Concrete Man, 

there was a glimpse of her impulse for possession, to be territorial, if 

you will, in the lines: 

Rearrange this space. 

Rebel against that space. 

Recast nature. 

Recharge images. 

All puns, since Morton was, in effect, making space, nature, images, 

and the other items in Lippard's list, her own, that is, "Ree-ing" them. 

This urge for ownership may have been less a matter of aggression 

than of survival: inside the magic circle was the safety and identity of 

organization and memory (her scenes were often, apparently, recalled 

scenes); outside, the ego-less void of unmastered time and space. 

Although I think that that air of noli me tangere about her work, of 
defense against trespass, eased as she developed, it was strong in the 

beginning, and while she closed herself in, Morton devoted a great 

deal of energy to exploring her modest areas. See-Saw, dating from 

1971, and included in a 1975 show at Vassar, was an utterly complete 

dissc,clion of a demarcated area. A ten-foot length of wood 

surmounting a tree stump of a fulcrum was the see-saw, set inside a 

circle of wooden blocks on the floor. Rather than going up and down, 

the plank rotated; a raised diameter for the circle on the floor, it acted 

as a kind of compass needle as it revolved. There was this diameter in 

the air described by the plank. There was a diameter implied between 

two diametrically positioned markers interrupting the flat blocks in the 

circle on the floor. There was the circle in the air, exactly equal to but 

above the circle on the floor, described by the plank as it turned. 

There was the implied crisscrossings of diagonals in the other smaller 

cylinders described by the imaginary joining of the recollected up and 

down, vertical motion of any see-saw with the swiveling, horizontal 

motion of this particular see-saw. No magician, proving his good faith 

by plunging his swords into and around a basket, could be more 

thorough. 

In the Lippard article, there were illustrations of Morton's other early 

pieces, several untitled works, circa 1972, including one which, it 

seemed to me, must have done for the angle what See-Saw did for the 

cylinder. It was a definition of the comer, a demonstration of what 

Joyce, after Plato, would have called the whatness of comemess. Ar

ranged in the angle between two walls, upended boards supported 

two horizontal two-by-fours which met in the comer. Every other 

upright was planted just slightly out from the wall, the others against it, 

creating a complexity of shadow th.at was compounded by two sheets 

of trompe l'oeil x patterns affixed to the walls and visible in some of the 

intervals between the uprights. These crosses were in tum echoed in 

several self-supporting inverted v's, one of which functioned as a 

horse for a board that extended from one free end of the horizontal 

board to the floor. This board fell just beyond intersecting another 

board likewise extended from the other free comer of the horizontal to 

the floor (without the aid of a horse). Together these two barricades 

virtually barred entrance to what looked like a construction site reced-



ing behind the wall. The joist-like arrangement of the two-by-fours 

suggested revealed structure. On the one hand, the jutting barricades 

wedged between floor and wall seemed to be holding up the wall, as if 

advising the viewer of imminent collapse, their barring function 

therefore protective; on the other hand, they formed the two col

lapsed sides of an incomplete box, which is perhaps, after all, what a 

comer is. In that sense, their leaning position might have been seen as 

an invitation to step in. 

Formal concepts of the same sort informed a very different-looking 

piece of the same period. If a title were to be given to this work, "Bi

sected Teepee" would be a good one. What would have been the 

center support pole of the lent remained, a freestanding tree limb. The 

lent itself was pushed back in two triangles against the wall as one 

would pin back the flaps of skin of a dissected frog. Each triangle was 

in tum bisected by a stick. Small, uniform sections of tree limbs were 

spaced along a white semi-circle coming out of the wall to render the 

cross section of an original, imaginary teepee, the after-image of 

which was reinforced by the preservation of its low door frame, an 

entrance, but, again, too small to be inviting. When I looked al these 

photographs, I wondered whether Morion's illusion of recession 

behind the wall in the comer piece, her hint in this other piece that 

one-half of the original whole teepee was behind the wall, hidden, and 

cul off, weren't another reaction against influential modes, specifically 

against the literalness of the frame which Minimalism inadvertently 

reinforced. In its denial of the frame around the canvas, minimalism 

embraced the walls, ceiling, and floor of the gallery space as a larger, 

inescapable frame. Was Morton deny ing the limitations of a room 

even as she set so many arbitrary limits of her own? 

All this is not to neglect the affective side of even the early work. I 

am not forgetting Lippard's conjunction of fantasy and topography. In 

See-Sow, elements of the remembered scene were displaced or trans

formed as in a dream in order to serve the power of suggestion. For 

instance, two wooden rectangles were attached to either end of the 

plank, one resting on it, above, one hanging from it, below; this topsy

turvy position, a sacrifice of precision for dramatization, captured the 

essential one-up-manship of the see-saw game. An iron handle, a kind 

of axle in the middle of the plank, served as a counterpart of the iron 

safety grips usually placed at opposite ends of a teeter-totter, and 

pointed up the absurdity of a functionless handle pull at precisely the 

point where one would hope, pace Yeats, things would not fall or be 

pulled apart, would hold, namely, at the center. 

There was almost always a touch of poetry in Morton's presenta

tions, but in an untitled assemblage from 1972, she moved away from 

the establishment of mere place into the creation of landscape. There 

was the usual multi-directional piercing of space: a rectangle drawn 

directly on the wall and filled with pencilled lines was repeated in 

various rectangular frames or boxes on the floor which formed two 

sides of the box which was the entire arena of the environment. A long 

limb formed one loose diagonal, another was formed by a path of 

stepping stones (slices of tree trunk) spilling out from a column of lines 

drawn in the comer. There was a drawn circle on the wall, picking up 

the shape of the wooden discs, nestled in a drawn, curved continua

tion of the limb. Mnemonically and mimetically, the circle on the wall, 

the leafless branch, the scattered stones or pads evoked some moonlit, 

watery expanse. Interestingly, with its discurve trail of plaques, this 

seemed a more open-ended, less embattled piece than the ones pre

viously discussed. The tension between two-dimensional and three

dimensional components that was evident in See-Saw, where a 

cylinder could be inferred from two circles, where diagrams append

ed to the rectangular end boards could be seen as obscure or rudi

mentary blueprints for the whole, impositions of abstraction on the !mt

accompn. That was evident in the landscape as well, with its drawings 

of incipient sculptural shapes, and each became almost a metaphor for 

artistic process. Things came out of the wall for Morton in the same 

way that, in a moment of inspiration, a blank canvas begins to take 

shape, or in the same way that technique then fleshes out concept. 

One of the last things I read about Morton had to do with her 1976 

Artpark creation. Coming across a remnant of cement wall at the base 

of a cliff in the park, she painted it pink, topped it with a series of metal 

loops, and twined swags of Celastic about the arches. She painted 

views of the site and placed them to the right and left of the wall, 

against the cliff. These views were severally framed with paint, with a 

border of canvas, with more Celastic curtains. Facing all this, at a 

remove from but parallel to the wa,11, on a cement slab, a row of six 

new seats of modem design waited. Clearly, this was a theatre, but 

who was watching whom? The viewers sat looking at the mountain 

whose very immobility insinuated watchfulness. Was it a game to see 

whether the mountain would come to Mohammed or Mohammed to 

the mountain? Certainly it culled all of Morton's preoccupations. 

There were traces of To Each Concrete Man in the use of the stage and 

in the confrontation between natural (mountain) and artificial (the 

concrete slab, the chairs, the synthetic curtains). The picket fence and 

dotted line were there in the arches of the stage. The painted views 

were the apotheosis of her habit of abutting the second and third 

dimensions. But, as was noted about Regarding Landscape, Morton, 

in "placing artificial materials in a natural setting reversed the earlier 



pieces which brought natural materials into the great indoors."3 There 

was indeed a reversal of a basic attitude that may have been precipi

tated by the necessity of facing not a room but boundless nature. The 

belligerently busy framing of the view in the postcard-like paintings, 

little theatres in themselves and possibly comments on the whole 

genre of landscape painting, combined with the defiant staking out of 

a human claim (the chairs), came off as rather inadequate in the face of 

the looming mountain. And that must have been intentional, since 

Morton deliberately chose the wall which shoved against the moun

tain in such a way as to suggest the most tenuous of dams against land

slide and inundation. There was a certain recognition in Regardmg 

Landscape of the insufficiency of boundaries, perhaps even of the 
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limits of art, which in its very ordering becomes a view, a limitation, 

but there was also a certain both heroic and ant-like persistence as 

well- Ree, guarding landscape, tenaciously, but without illusions. 

-Jeanne Silverthorne
Notes: 
1Nancy Foote, "Ree Morton at the Whitney," Art in America, July/August, 

1974, pp. 81-82. 
2Lucy Lippard, "Ree Morton: At the Still Point of the Turning World," Art

forum, December 1973, pp. 48-50. This article is substantially the same as 

one Lippard wrote earlier for the catalogue of the !CA show, Made in 

Philadelphia. 
3Barbara Baracks, "Artpark: The New Esthetic Playground," Artlorum, 

November, 1976, pp!. 28-33. 
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Wood Drawings, 1971 (Installation at the Museum 

of Modern Art Members' Penthouse, 1974) 

Felt-tip pen and hardware on wood 

Dimensions variable 

Untitled, October, 1971 

Branches, metal tacks, wire, and wood 

Approximately 96 x 96 x 96 

Reconstructed for exhibition 

Paintings and Objects, 1973 

Acrylic and pencil on canvas and wood 

53¾ x66 x60½ 

Souvenir Piece, 1973 

Mixed media 

Dimensions variable 

Reconstructed/ reassembled for exhibition 

Sister Perpetua 's Lie, 1973 

Mixed media 

Dimensions variable 

Reconstructed/ reassembled for exhibition 

See-Saw, 1974 

Mixed media 

Approximately 48 x 120 diameter 

To Each Concrete Man, 1974 

Mixed media 

Dimensions variable 

Line Series, 1974 

Crayon and watercolor on paper 

22¼ X 30 

Line Series, 1974 

Crayon and watercolor on paper 

22¼ X 30 

Line Series, 1974 

Crayon and watercolor on paper 

22¼ X 30 

Bozeman, Montana, 1974 

Mixed media 

Approximately 84 x 132 x 3 

Weeds of the Northeast (#2), 197 4 

Pastel, pencil, glitter, watercolor, monoprint on 

paper 

19x25 

Weeds of the Northeast (#8), 197 4 

Pastel, pencil, glitter, watercolor, monoprint on 

paper 

19X 25 

Broom-Rape Family, 1974 

Crayon and pastel on paper 

29½ X 41½ 

Jack-in-the-Pulpit, 197 4 

Crayon and pastel on paper 

29½ X 41½ 

Terminal Clusters, 1974 

Celastic, paint on wood 

48 X 48X 8 

Fading Flowers, 1974 

Celastic, paint on wood 

48 X 48X 8 

The Plant That Heals May Also Poison, 1974 

Celastic, glitter, and paint on wood against 

wallpaper 

46 X64 X 4 

Antidotes for Madness, 1974 

Celastic, paint on wood 

40 X 108 X 4 

Of Previous Dissipations, 1975 

Celastic, paint on wood 

43 X 73 X 8 

Flags, 1975 

Paint on nylon 

Each 25½ X 31 

One of the Beaux Paintings (#2), 1975 

Oil on wood with celastic 

24X24 

One of the Beaux Paintings (#3), 1975 

Oil on wood with celastic 

24X24 

Collection of Sally Morton 

One of the Beaux Paintings (#4), 1975 

Oil on wood with celastic 

24X24 

Works in the 

exhibition 

Unless otherwise indicated, all dimensions are in 

inches, height preceding width and depth, and are 

courtesy Droll/Kolbert Gallery, New York, New York. 
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Untitled (Beaux drawing), 1975 

Crayon and pencil on paper 

17 X 14 

Let Us Celebrate While Youth Lingers and Ideas 

Flow, 1975 

Paint on canvas, celastic, and wood 

96X72 X6 

Partially reconstructed for exhibition 

Regional Piece (#1), 1976 

Oil on wood with celastic 

Two panels, each 20 x 50 

Regional Piece (#3), 1976 

Oil on wood with celastic 

Two panels, each 20 x 50 

Regional Piece (#6), 1976 

Oil on wood with celastic 

Two panels, each 20 x 50 

Untitled (Red Hind drawing), 1976 

Crayon and pencil on paper 

11 X 14 

Untitled (Sunscape drawing), 1976 

Crayon and pencil on paper 

11 X 14 

Study for Regional Piece, 1976 

Acrylic, crayon, pastel, pencil, and watercolor on 

paper 

29½ X 41 

Collection of Sydney and Frances Lewis, 

Richmond, Virginia 

Prop from Maid of the Mist, 1976 

(life preserver prop from performance at 

Artpark, Lewiston, New York, 1976) 

Paint on celastic on life preserver 

31 diameter 

Signs of Love, 1976 

Mixed media 

Dimensions variable 

Study for Manipulations of the Organic, 1977 

Ink, pastel, and watercolor on paper 

29 X 39½ 

Drawing for Manipulations of the Organic, 1977 

Crayon and pencil on paper 

14 X 17 

Drawing for Manipulations of the Organic, 1977 

Crayon and pencil on paper 

14 X 17 

Untitled, 1977 

Crayon and watercolor on paper 

14X 17 
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